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Ten Miles High in an AIR-TIGHT BALL (Aug, 1931)
If it began to leak then the ball wasn’t exactly air-tight…

Also, with its tethers attached the capsule looks a lot like one of the tripods from War of the Worlds.

Ten Miles High in an AIR-TIGHT BALL

A HUGE yellow balloon soared skyward, a few weeks ago, from Augsberg, -Germany. Instead of a

basket, it trailed an air-tight black-and-silver aluminum ball. Within Prof. Auguste Piccard, physicist,

and Charles Kipfer aimed to explore the air 50,000 feet up. Seventeen hours later, after being given up

for dead, they returned safely from an estimated height of more than 52,000 feet, almost ten miles,

shattering every aircraft altitude record. Oxygen tanks kept them alive while they made observations.

Records of their instruments are now being checked and interpreted. First to rise safely into the upper

layer of the earth’s atmosphere, they found the air pressure at ten miles altitude so low — one-tenth of
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